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1. The importance of digital capabilities for teaching 

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought home the importance for each of us to be digitally agile. We all 

have had to learn new skills and ways to apply these skills. There has been some loss along the way but 

also huge gains. It is important we continue to build on these gains.  

For teachers today, this means being comfortable and confident in a number of different digital 

environments. The Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) team will work with all our teachers to build up 

this confidence.  

This guide has been developed to give our teachers a head-start in adapting to these changes. It brings 

together key resources, and signposts areas of further help to allow you to ‘digitally’ hit the ground 

running.  

Think of Digital Teaching at the Trust as a wrapper for our guidance and support resources. As well as 

brief summaries and explanations, it contains links to some of our video screencasts, webpages and 

PDFs guides that we hope will provide the contextually relevant help you need at the time. 

You can explore our webpages for teachers for the full range of resources. If you need more hands-on 

help, send us an email to arrange a bespoke session. Our full contact details are at the end of the guide.  

2. Learning technologies at the Trust 

As a teacher, you will engage with several learning technologies at the Trust.  

https://tavistockandportman.nhs.uk/training/current-students/technology-enhanced-learning-tel/teaching-support/
mailto:telsupport@tavi-port.nhs.uk
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A learning technology is a digital platform or program that has been designed for or co-opted into 

supporting teachers and by extension the student learning experience.   

Maintaining and developing learning technologies is the responsibility of the TEL team. Utilising learning 

technologies to support and enhance the learning experience is the responsibility of the course teams.  

Our learning technologies are as follows: 

Moodle, which is a virtual learning environment, sits at the centre of our learning technology 

provision. In Moodle, students can access materials such as PowerPoint slides, videos and 

handbooks. They will also submit assignments, find the Library’s online reading lists and engage with 

tutors and peers in discussion forums. Our students have an expectation that Moodle will be used 

extensively by all course teams.  

Turnitin is a third-party learning technology platform that sits within Moodle. Turnitin is mainly used 

by teachers to assess the originality of a student’s essay when it is submitted through Moodle. 

Students also have access to a Turnitin draft essay where they can check their work before formally 

submitting.    

Zoom, a co-opted learning technology, is used to replace and support face-to-face sessions. Teachers 

can request a Zoom Basic account from the TEL team or use their own personal account if it is 

Licensed. The Zoom links used in the delivery of teaching are placed on Moodle by the TEL team, 

where they are accessed by students.  

Vimeo and YouTube, co-opted learning technologies, are used to host TEL’s extensive library of 

videos. These videos might be lectures, live captures or instructional screencasts. TEL will produce 

and host these videos for you. You will not engage with the platforms directly.  

You will become familiar with how these learning technologies work with each other as you develop in 

your role.  

Trust digital platforms that are not learning technologies (and therefore not supported by TEL) include 

Shibboleth, Outlook email, MS Teams, MyTAP, reading lists and CareNotes. 

3. Universal/Inclusive Design 

The key feature of universal or inclusive design is simple. If you engage with technology in your teaching 

in a way that benefits the greatest number of students, you will inevitably help those students who may 

require a little more support. You are not making an adjustment.  

Here is a simple example.  

If you make it a point to upload your lecture slides to Moodle the day before your class – even if they 

are a draft version – all students will have greater context for the session itself. This will deepen their 

understanding.  

If you upload your slides no later than 24 hours after the session, students will still benefit greatly from 

being able to consolidate the session.  

https://moodle.tavistockandportman.ac.uk/
https://zoom.us/
https://vimeo.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
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If you upload the slides in PowerPoint format, students can copy and paste the text directly into their 

own notes – you are giving them the flexibility to learn in a way that suits them. A dyslexic student may 

choose to change the background contrast or increase font size.  

If you upload your files in a locked PDF format, you take this flexibility away. 

If you do not upload your slides to Moodle at all, the dyslexic student who struggled to take notes in the 

live session will remain at a considerable disadvantage compared to their non-dyslexic peers. This is not 

equitable.  

The dyslexic student may email the course administrator to get the slides. This is putting the student in a 

position where they may feel they are asking for extra help. It might take a few email exchanges and 

several weeks for them to get the slides. This is not fair. And of course, their peers do not get the slides 

at all. 

So universal or inclusive design would argue that it far better for all students, dyslexic and otherwise, if 

you follow the simple process below to upload your slides in the first place. 

 

Watch this video for an explanation of how to upload 
your PowerPoint slides to a Moodle Course page.  

If the embedded video does not work, click on the 
direct link: https://youtu.be/zkqUc8IMsSI. 

The key thing is to think of any barriers or obstacles that may exist when using technology and see if 

they can be removed. In most cases, they can - easily. 

Other areas where a big impact through minor changes in delivery can be made include the following. 

• Recordings. Whether video or audio, recordings add real benefit for all students. Talk to TEL to 

explore what may be possible on your course.  

• Captions on recordings. By default, TEL puts captions (or subtitles) on all student-facing videos. 

We also produce audio-only versions and full transcripts. 

• Live captions in Zoom. A relatively recent development, it is now possible as Host to launch live 

captions (automatic speech to text) in any Zoom meeting. Turn this on at the beginning of your 

class and leave it to each student to decide whether they want to view them or not.    

• Accessibility checker in Office. Before uploading a file to Moodle, run Check Accessibility on the 

Review ribbon on any office application (e.g., Word).   

Please contact Jas in TEL to talk through areas on your course where we may be able to improve 

universal design.  

https://youtu.be/zkqUc8IMsSI
https://www.youtube.com/embed/zkqUc8IMsSI?feature=oembed
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There is an excellent video that outlines the Student Disability Process in DET on the Orientation 

Resources for New Teachers in DET page in Moodle. You will find this page on your Moodle Dashboard. 

If you don’t see it, please contact telsupport@tavi-port.nhs.uk.  

This is the direct link to the video: 

https://moodle.tavistockandportman.ac.uk/mod/page/view.php?id=79616  

4. Moodle 

Moodle sits at the centre of our technology enhanced teaching delivery. Once a Shibboleth account has 

been created for you, TEL will add you to the relevant pages within Moodle.  

4.1 The Moodle Home Page 
You will land on the Home Page whenever you log into Moodle. The contains links to your course pages, 

the site wide forum and any bookmarks you have made.  

 

Watch this video for an explanation of the separate 
elements on the Moodle Home Page. 

If the embedded video does not work, click on the 
direct link: https://youtu.be/80CUQBwT6Oo. 

4.2 A Moodle Course page 
All student Course pages in Moodle follow the same basic structure or layout as part of the institutional 

template.  

 

Watch this video for an explanation of the separate 
elements on a Moodle Course page. 

If the embedded video does not work, click on the 
direct link: https://youtu.be/YZBsSx50GXk. 

 

mailto:telsupport@tavi-port.nhs.uk
https://moodle.tavistockandportman.ac.uk/mod/page/view.php?id=79616
https://youtu.be/80CUQBwT6Oo
https://youtu.be/YZBsSx50GXk
https://www.youtube.com/embed/80CUQBwT6Oo?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/YZBsSx50GXk?feature=oembed
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4.3 Moodle discussion forums 
All Course pages have a discussion forum where students and teachers can post queries and engage 

with the content of the course. Our students are very clear in telling us they would like to see greater 

use of discussion forums by Course Teams. 

 

Watch this video for an explanation of how to use 
Discussion Forums on a Moodle Course page.  

If the embedded video does not work, click on the 
direct link: https://youtu.be/TSVYsA1taCw. 

4.4 Online marking in Moodle 
You will be added to the Online Assessment page in Moodle for your course. This is where students 

submit their essays and where teachers access them for marking. This process is called the electronic 

management of assessment (EMA). EMA for your course is managed by your Course Administrator, who 

will let you know what needs to be done and by when.  

There are two parts to this process for you – to download the essay scripts and then upload your grade 

and feedback sheets. 

 

Watch this video for an explanation of how to 
download essays for marking from your Online 
Assessment page.  

If the embedded video does not work, click on the 
direct link: https://youtu.be/8O2vYFI1TKE. 

 

https://youtu.be/TSVYsA1taCw
https://youtu.be/8O2vYFI1TKE
https://www.youtube.com/embed/TSVYsA1taCw?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/8O2vYFI1TKE?feature=oembed
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Watch this video for an explanation of how to upload 
your feedback sheets and enter the Grades on your 
Online Assessment page.  

If the embedded video does not work, click on the 
direct link: https://youtu.be/1bBy0rJHCEk. 

5. Turnitin  

Turnitin is a third-party platform that is integrated within our Moodle platform.  

When a student submits an essay, Turnitin uses a text-matching algorithm to match the text of the essay 

against its repository of student work, published journal articles and book chapters as well as the World 

Wide Web. 

The Trust does not add our students’ work to the Turnitin repository.   

While Turnitin can be used in cases of academic misconduct, its main value is in supporting academic 

writing skills for students.  

As a teacher, you only need experience in understanding the originality reports generated by Turnitin. 

Your course team will be able to help with this if you are new to Turnitin. If you wish to use Turnitin’s 

extensive Feedback Studio for marking, contact TEL in the first instance.  

 

View the student video about Turnitin which explains 
how it is used at the Trust.  

If the embedded video does not work, click on the 
direct link: https://youtu.be/zyhE22VYSqk. 

 

https://youtu.be/1bBy0rJHCEk
https://youtu.be/zyhE22VYSqk
https://www.youtube.com/embed/1bBy0rJHCEk?feature=oembed
https://www.youtube.com/embed/zyhE22VYSqk?feature=oembed
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6. Zoom 

Teachers run seminars and lectures on their individual Zoom accounts. Links are not provided centrally 

by TEL. There are roughly 500 teaching sessions in any one week so it would be impossible to do so.  

Amrik in TEL will be in touch with every teacher to make the necessary Zoom arrangements and create 

your specific Tavi Teaching Link, which does not change throughout the academic year. Once in place, 

the Tavi Teaching Link which will be used for teaching that part of the programme is posted in Moodle 

for the relevant student cohort to access.  

It is very important that teachers respond quickly to Amrik when creating the Tavi Teaching Link on 

their Zoom account. We need these links in place before the start of the academic year or term. 

Teachers who are seasoned Zoom users and prefer to teach on a personal Licensed account still need to 

go through this process with Amrik to build their Tavi Teaching Links as we need to include them in our 

mapping. 

Think of the Tavi Teaching Link as an office – a fixed point. A student cohort will come to the same 

‘office’ every week.   

As part of this set-up process, Amrik will also carry out hardware and Wi-Fi tests with the teacher and 

run through some Zoom basics.  

If a teacher is due to teach on a specific day, TEL will raise this Zoom account to Licensed so there won’t 

be a 40-minute break during the session.  

As a platform, Zoom is constantly evolving and TEL provide regular updates and training. You will also 

learn a lot from fellow teachers and from your students, so please ask them. 

You can find more instructional material on our Zoom for Teachers webpage , including a Full Zoom 

guide for Teachers in PDF.  

And remember to update your Windows Zoom Client at least once a week to ensure you have the latest 

features. Zoom does not push out updates.  

7. Bespoke training and guidance 

TEL offers online drop-in sessions for staff during term time. You can drop in at any time during these 

periods with your queries.    

Details for the drop-in sessions including the Zoom links will be posted through Moodle. Sometimes we 

will theme these sessions, for example around online marking or new developments in Zoom. 

A member of TEL will be in attendance in all Course Committee Meetings and can attend Course Team 

meetings, on request.  

You can contact us at any time if you would like one-to-one guidance and support.   

https://tavistockandportman.nhs.uk/training/current-students/technology-enhanced-learning-tel/teaching-support/zoom/
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8. Key links  

Moodle https://moodle.tavistockandportman.ac.uk/  

Zoom https://www.zoom.us 

TEL https://taviport.co/tel  

9. Contact Details for TEL  

Email  telsupport@tavi-port.nhs.uk 

Phone  0208 938 2291 / 2293 

TEL Team 

Jas Dahele Senior Learning Technologist 

Horatio Monge TEL Videographer 

Amrik Perera Learning Technology Officer 

TEL, September 2021 

https://moodle.tavistockandportman.ac.uk/
https://www.zoom.us/
https://taviport.co/tel
mailto:telsupport@tavi-port.nhs.uk

